
2. Genji and Suzaku (1): The Disaster
of the Third Princess

The preceding essay followed the evolving relationship between Genji
and Murasaki, from Genji’s first discovery of Murasaki until her death.
Its extended discussion of Genji’s marriage to the Third Princess, the
favorite daughter of his elder brother Suzaku, emphasized Genji’s
reasons for accepting this marriage and the ways in which it affected
the relationship between him and Murasaki. However, it also prepared
the ground for a further treatment of the relationship between Genji
and Suzaku himself.

“The Disaster of the Third Princess” focuses on that relationship. It
argues that tension between Genji and Suzaku, whether or not
consciously acknowledged, provides the framework for a core plot
through the tale. The plot has four stages. These are rivalry, at first
political rather than personal, between the brothers; the younger
brother’s supernaturally aided victory over the elder; the younger’s
moment of vainglorious folly, exploited to disastrous effect by the
spirit of a woman he once wronged; and the elder brother’s efforts as
an angry ghost to torment the younger’s descendants. The essay
therefore examines critical issues in Part One, connects Part One to
Parts Two and Three, and in this way proposes a link between the
end of the tale and the beginning.

The reading presented in “The Disaster of the Third Princess” will
invoke internal, psychological motives to explain the characters’
thoughts, actions, and experiences. However, the recurring emphasis
will be on external forces devised by the author, presumably in
consonance with reader expectations and her own ideas. The essay
therefore assumes authorial intention and invention: a conception of
the tale’s long-range trajectory and the use of devices to move it along
that path. In the initial phase Genji struggles against the political
advantage enjoyed by Suzaku and his supporters, especially Suzaku’s
mother and her father, the minister of the right. His allies in the contest
are his father-in-law, the minister of the left, and his father, the
Kiritsubo Emperor. This phase ends after the crisis of Genji’s exile,
during which the Sumiyoshi deity, assisted by the late Kiritsubo
Emperor’s spirit, intervenes to assure Genji’s triumph. Genji then comes
to tower over the court. This phase ends when both the reigning
emperor (Reizei, Genji’s secret son) and the emperor who abdicated
in Reizei’s favor (Suzaku) pay Genji, now the Honorary Retired Emperor,
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a formal visit at Genji’s recently completed Rokujō-in estate. This
triumph then seduces Genji into marrying the Third Princess. The
domestic consequences lead him to gossip foolishly about the Rokujō
lady, a particularly dangerous woman from his past. Her spirit,
provoked anew, strikes back, setting in motion a chain of events that
ruins Genji’s later years and destroys the peace Suzaku has made with
his own defeat. Suzaku then has reason to die detesting Genji. In the
final phase (so this essay ventures to suggest), Suzaku’s angry spirit
pursues Kaoru, Genji’s alleged son, through the women whom Kaoru
loves.

Genji and Suzaku
Genji’s birth and childhood are fundamental to the rest of The Tale of
Genji. His extraordinary gifts cannot outweigh his mother’s weak social
standing, and his father understands the impossibility of appointing
him heir apparent, as he would like to do. The Kiritsubo Emperor
therefore gives him a surname, so that he should be able eventually
to serve the realm in such weighty commoner offices as minister or
regent. In this way the author spares her hero the strictures that
confine a ranking prince and gives his future experience maximum
scope. She also endows him with unlimited material means. It is
significant as well that his surname allows him over time to live on
both sides of the line that separates common from imperial.

Genji and his allies have the reader’s full attention from the start. The
spotlight is always on him, while Suzaku remains forever in shadow.
No wonder Suzaku’s mother complains bitterly at the end of “Sakaki,”
“My son may be Emperor, but no one has ever granted him any
respect.”1 However, the younger Genji, who enjoys every gift, lacks
political backing, while the elder Suzaku, who has none, enjoys
powerful support. Considering what is at stake—the succession—this
pervasive contrast invites tension and conflict in one form or another.
Genji is very young when their father bows to necessity and appoints
Suzaku heir apparent, but he could hardly help feeling more deserving;
and although he might seem better off in the end with his greater,
commoner liberty, the narrative continually evokes the overwhelmingly
desirable prestige of the imperial.

By the end of the first chapter the author has established a political
struggle surrounding succession to the throne and factional dominance
over the court, and she has left no doubt about the incumbent
emperor’s feelings on the subject. An example discussed further in

1 TTG, 9; GM 2:148.
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“The Possibility of Ukifune” illustrates an analogously dangerous
situation in real life. Political pressure forced Ichijō (r. 986-1011),
under whose reign The Tale of Genji was written, to bypass a son he
favored and appoint instead, as heir apparent to his successor, Sanjō,
a grandson of Fujiwara no Michinaga (966-1027). This seems to have
embittered him. The decisive intervention of the Kiritsubo Emperor’s
spirit (“Akashi”), in Genji’s favor and against Suzaku and his side, can
therefore be seen as furthering a plot established in the book’s opening
pages.

Anger and resentment are unworthy of an emperor, and the narrative
refrains from attributing any such feelings to Suzaku. In Part One he
need not even be aware of them. However, several developments in
the narrative might cause any man in his place to resent not only the
esteem enjoyed by his younger brother, but also Genji’s repeated,
personal victories. The first of these, described in “Kiritsubo,” involves
his marriage to Aoi. The narrator says,

By Her Highness his wife the sponsoring Minister had a beloved only
daughter [Aoi] in whom the Heir Apparent [Suzaku] had expressed
interest, but whom after long hesitation he felt more inclined to offer
to Genji instead. When he had sounded out the Emperor’s own feelings
on the matter His Majesty replied, “Very well, she may be just the
companion for him, now that he seems no longer to have anyone
looking after him”; and this had encouraged His Excellency to
proceed.2

The sponsoring minister of the left and Suzaku’s grandfather, the
minister of the right, are political rivals, and the former means to
strengthen his hand by securing the emperor’s favorite son. Normally
he would give his daughter to the heir apparent, as both she and
Suzaku’s mother (the Kokiden Consort) expect him to do. However,
he judges that the emperor will agree out of a desire to secure Genji
the most promising possible future; if he did not, he would hesitate
to raise the subject at all. In this way Suzaku, who has already let it
be known that he wants Aoi, loses her, and Genji gets her instead.

Suzaku’s mother is furious. After complaining that no one has ever
respected him, she continues, “That Minister of the Left did not offer
his precious only daughter to him, the elder brother and the Heir
Apparent; no, he gave her to the younger, a commoner and a stripling
not yet even of age.” She continues, “And when we were so hoping

2 TTG, 16; GM 1:46.
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to send our girl into palace service, did anyone object to the ridiculous
position this Genji had left her in?”3 She refers to Oborozukiyo.

Kokiden once planned to marry her much younger sister Oborozukiyo
to her son, then still heir apparent. Before she could do so, however,
Genji made love to the young woman himself (“Hana no En”), striking
up with her a passionate, lasting affair. Genji knew at the time that
she was one of the minister of the right’s daughters, although not
which one, and he certainly understood the risk he was taking.
Apparently he took it deliberately, because later in the same chapter
he accepted her father’s invitation to a party and arrived ostentatiously
late, dressed (unlike anyone else present) in the manner of a prince.
By then he suspected that his conquest might be the sister destined
for Suzaku, and at the end of the evening he confirmed this with
outrageous nonchalance, having meanwhile, by his entrance, flaunted
his contempt for his host and all his host’s faction. Oborozukiyo goes
to Suzaku in the end, but her affair with Genji makes her unappointable
as nyōgo (“consort”), the title that the Kokiden Consort expected for
her. Then Genji carries on with her so rashly (“Sakaki”) that her father
discovers them together in his own house. Kokiden, who happens
then to be at home, is enraged. Convinced as she is already that Genji
is plotting to overthrow Suzaku, she vows to bring him down, and he
has to retreat to Suma.

The narrator never has Suzaku express hostility toward Genji over
Oborozukiyo, but Suzaku knows that the two remain in touch even
after his accession, and because he loves Oborozukiyo, the difference
between possessing her person and her heart torments him. The
opening passage of “Miotsukushi” makes these feelings clear. Genji
has returned from exile and is about to sweep Suzaku aside, together
with everyone who ever supported him.

With his planned abdication rapidly approaching, [Suzaku’s] sympathy
went to [Oborozukiyo], whose experience of life had been so painful.
“His Excellency the Chancellor [the former minister of the right] is no
more,” he said to her, “the Empress Mother’s [Kokiden’s] health gives
every cause for concern, and now that I feel my own time is coming,
I am afraid of leaving you sadly on your own in a very different world.
You have never thought as well of me as of a certain other, but my
greater affection has always moved me to care for you above all. The
one you prefer may take pleasure in you too, but I do not think that

3 TTG, 219; GM 2:148.
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his feeling for you approaches mine, which is far stronger, and this
alone is very painful.” He began to weep.

She blushed scarlet, in all the full, fresh ripeness of her beauty, and
her tears spilled forth until he forgot her transgressions and looked
on her only with pity and love. “I wonder why you would not even
give me a child,” he said. “That is a very great regret. I know you will
have one for him, with whom your tie is so much stronger, and the
thought makes me very sad indeed. After all, he is what he is, no
more, and your child will have a commoner father.”4

His moving gentleness could hardly exhaust any man’s sentiments on
such a subject. His loss of Aoi to Genji cannot have been anywhere
near this personally bitter. Moreover, there remains Rokujō’s daughter,
Akikonomu. Suzaku was smitten by her when he sent her off to Ise
as High Priestess (“Sakaki”), and for years thereafter he dreamed of
having her when she returned. Unfortunately Genji, who knew perfectly
well how Suzaku felt about her, gave her instead to Reizei, his secret
son and Suzaku’s successor.

Genji’s destiny
Twenty years later, Genji is the grandfather of a future emperor in the
female line and can look forward to the greatest distinction possible
for a commoner. However, he remains unsatisfied, and the reader
overhears him nursing his disappointment that Reizei has no male heir
(“Wakana Two”).5 In other words, Genji once aspired to found a line
of emperors through his son, which only an emperor could do. And
since he would have reigned if the Suzaku faction had not thwarted
his father’s wishes, his thoughts suggest that he not only resented
this injury done to his father, but also wished to redress it. Certainly,
Reizei’s conception and birth set him on the path toward a hidden
sovereignty of his own.

Suzaku has no son when Reizei is born, and Genji’s father (who
ostensibly believes the child to be his) therefore has no difficulty
appointing him as Suzaku’s heir apparent. However, he recognizes the
threat to the boy’s future and does all he can to help Genji and
Fujitsubo protect him. Then he abdicates and, roughly two years later,
dies. The Suzaku faction’s victory, culminating in Genji’s exile, is now
so complete that it is hard to imagine Reizei surviving long as heir
apparent. Genji returns, however, and Suzaku’s abdication allows

4 TTG, 281; GM 2:280.
5 TTG, 631; GM 4:165–6.
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Reizei to succeed him after all. The path toward Genji’s destiny is now
open.

From the start, Genji is so obviously the hero of the tale that he is
bound somehow to succeed in the end, and Kokiden is such an
ill-tempered villain that she is certain to fail. Moreover, the author has
a Korean physiognomist predict in “Kiritsubo” that while Genji exhibits
the signs of a born emperor and can also be seen as a “future
[commoner] pillar of the court,” neither role fits him well.6 Something
rarer awaits him, something that must still have to do with the throne.

After making love to Fujitsubo, Genji has a strange dream, of which
a dream reader gives him “an interpretation beyond the bounds of all
plausibility.” Next he hears that Fujitsubo is indisposed, understands
that she has conceived, and understands too, thanks to the dream,
that he will become the father of an emperor. The dream reader’s
interpretation was shocking because a commoner cannot do that. The
dream reader had also said, “I see too, my lord, that you are to suffer
a reverse and that something will require the most urgent caution.”7

The “reverse” is presumably the Suzaku faction’s temporary victory
and Genji’s exile, and the matter requiring caution must be Genji and
Fujitsubo’s new secret. If that secret comes to light, their son will
never be the emperor that, for Genji’s sake, he is destined to be.

Many readers have taken Genji’s affair with Fujitsubo, and Reizei’s
resulting conception, as a self-evident sin. Certainly, no one could
condone a young man’s wronging his father, still less his sovereign,
this way. Reizei’s birth and accession may even seem to cast doubt
on the integrity of the imperial line.8 Seen from this perspective, his
conception is less a step forward on the path of Genji’s destiny than
a crime that must be purged before any such step can be taken.
However, the narrative leaves room for other readings as well. Richard
Okada suggested that Genji’s father may have known, and that if he
did, he probably was neither surprised nor displeased.9 This essay
proposes that the Kiritsubo Emperor did indeed know and approve
what Genji had done, and that the Sumiyoshi deity, the guardian of
the throne, considered Reizei rather than Suzaku to be the Kiritsubo

6 TTG, 13; GM 139–40.
7 TTG, 98; GM 1:234.
8 Andō Tameakira (1659–1716) wrote in 1703 that, for some, Reizei’s conception made
the entire work too repellent even to touch (“Shika shichiron,” 220), while in the 1930s
Genji’s behavior was widely condemned as constituting high treason. At times the issue
has placed readers sympathetic to the tale in a serious quandary.
9 Okada, Figures of Resistance, 358, n. 45.
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Emperor’s legitimate successor. Seen this way, Genji’s offense is the
occasion for his rise.10

The Kiritsubo Emperor’s silence
The narrator makes it clear that Genji and Fujitsubo both feel intensely
guilty about Fujitsubo’s pregnancy, and the child so astonishingly
resembles Genji that no one privy to the secret could imagine anyone
else failing to notice it. Fujitsubo is terrified. However, in “Momiji no
ga” the Kiritsubo Emperor sees the resemblance only to dismiss it.

When Genji visited Her Highness’s residence as usual, to join in music
making, His Majesty appeared with the child in his arms. “I have many
children,” he said, “but you are the only one I have seen day and night
since you were this small. I expect it is the way he reminds me of
those days that makes him look so very like you. Perhaps all babies
are like that.” He simply doted on his little son.11

The emperor claims to believe that the resemblance is no more than
a figment of his fond imagination, and perhaps the author really meant
her audience to take him at his word. However, this passage is so far
out of keeping with similar ones from Genji and elsewhere that the
reader is not obliged to do so. The emperor may recognize whose child
this is and simply let the matter pass.12

10 The author of Sagoromo monogatari, which varies on many Genji scenes and themes,
interpreted Genji’s experience this way and transposed the pattern of transgression and
divine favor into her own work. (See the conclusion of “Two Post-Genji Tales on The Tale
of Genji.”)
11 TTG, 142; GM 1:329.
12 The baby could just as well look like Genji because he and Genji are both (ostensibly)
the Kiritsubo Emperor’s sons and because, in addition, their mothers closely resemble each
other. However, the narrative never suggests any such possibility and so appears to offer
less real conjecture than a set motif. Examples from Sagoromo monogatari as well as Genji
support this idea. In Sagoromo the empress has no idea who violated her daughter, but
when the baby is born she instantly recognizes Sagoromo’s features, and so does the
emperor when he eventually sees the boy. Other passages in Genji (Genji pleading to
Tamakazura that she looks exactly like her mother, Yūgao) and Sagoromo (Sagoromo
seeing the deceased Asukai no Himegimi’s face in her daughter’s) suggest that seeing the
parent’s face in the child’s is a convention that may have prepared the original audience
to doubt the Kiritsubo Emperor’s candor. Tanizaki Jun’ichirō certainly did. In “Yume no
ukihashi,” which he presented as a comment on Genji, he had the narrator’s father (the
Kiritsubo Emperor) purposely encourage a scandalously intimate relationship between the
narrator’s stepmother (Fujitsubo) and the narrator himself (Genji).
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As Okada noted, the Kiritsubo Emperor brought Genji and Fujitsubo
together quite purposefully during Genji’s late childhood (“Kiritsubo”).13

His Majesty, who cared so deeply for both [Genji and Fujitsubo], asked
her not to maintain her reserve. “I am not sure why,” he said, “but it
seems right to me that he should take you for his mother. Do not
think him uncivil. Just be kind to him. His face and eyes are so like
hers that your own resemblance to her makes it look quite natural.”
Genji therefore lost no chance offered by the least flower or autumn
leaf to let her know in his childish way how much he liked her…

Genji’s looks had an indescribably fresh sweetness, one beyond even
Her Highness’s celebrated and, to His Majesty, peerless beauty, and
this moved people to call him the Shining Lord. Since Fujitsubo made
a pair with him, and His Majesty loved them both, they called her the
Sunlight Princess.14

Thus Genji’s father once encouraged such intimacy between Fujitsubo
and his favorite son that Genji fell in love with her; and this in a tale
in which Genji himself, thinking later on about Yūgiri and Murasaki,
and Tō no Chūjō thinking about Yūgiri and Kumoi no Kari, know very
well where such permissiveness may lead. He even allowed the two
to seem a pair in the eyes of the world. No doubt Suzaku’s appointment
as heir apparent, and his subsequent accession, weighed on the
Kiritsubo Emperor not only as personally disappointing but also as
detrimental to the realm. Then came the confusion over Fujitsubo’s
pregnancy, since her real date of conception—obscured as thoroughly
as possible by her women—made his paternity unlikely. Perhaps he
began then to suspect a truth that the child’s face confirmed: this boy
was not his son, but instead his beloved Genji’s. Through this child,
and for the good of all (as confirmed later by the success of Reizei’s
reign), his own choice for the succession could still be restored and
Genji could play a role commensurate with his merit. To encourage
this happy outcome, the Kiritsubo Emperor had only to remain silent.
So he did.

Some twenty years later, after Kaoru’s birth (“Kashiwagi”), Genji
reflects that he once did to his father with Fujitsubo what Kashiwagi
has now done to him with the Third Princess, and he wonders whether

13 Okada, Figures of Resistance, 195–6.
14 TTG, 15; GM 1:44.
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his father knew after all.15 If his father did not, then Genji’s suffering
in this case makes sense as retribution for his undetected crime.
However, if the Kiritsubo Emperor not only knew, but silently condoned
an act that promised to rectify the injustice Genji had suffered, then
for him, as for the Sumiyoshi deity, what seemed to be a crime was
not one after all.16

The will of Sumiyoshi
Having decided to leave the capital in advance of the decree of exile
soon to be issued against him (“Suma”), Genji visits his late father’s
tomb. There he reports his departure and, before leaving, “shiver[s]
to behold a vision of his father as he had seen him in life.” However,
the figure remains silent. This eerie moment foreshadows the Kiritsubo
Emperor’s active intervention later on. At last, near the end of “Suma,”
the great drama of Genji’s exile begins: the storm that seems to
threaten the whole world and that will bring about his move to Akashi.

The storm begins when, at his companions’ urging, Genji goes to the
shore to commission a purification rite from a visiting yin-yang master
(onmyōji). The rite involves infusing evil influences into a doll that is
then sent drifting out to sea, or, if the purification takes places inland,
down a river or stream. Genji feels kinship with the doll and likens
himself to it in a poem:

I, sent running down to the vastness of a sea I had never known,
as a doll runs, can but know an overwhelming sorrow.

The plight of the doll, intrinsically innocent but made to bear off the
evil of others, reminds him of his own. The narrative continues,

The ocean stretched unruffled into the distance, and his thoughts
wandered over what had been and what might be.

“Myriads of gods must feel pity in their hearts when they look on me:
there is nothing I have done anyone could call a crime,”

he said. Suddenly the wind began to blow, and the sky darkened. The
purification broke off in the ensuing confusion.17

15 Genji’s inability to forgive Kashiwagi is repellent in comparison, but it is also true that,
in violating the Third Princess, Kashiwagi yielded less to sanctioned destiny than to pathetic
folly.
16 Norma Field suggested something similar when she wrote (The Splendor of Longing,
29), “For instance, it is possible that Genji’s violation of the imperial succession does not
ultimately constitute a transgression, for according to a higher principle, he was born to
rule, if not directly, then through his enthroned children.”
17 TTG, 252–3; GM 2:217–18.
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The storm certainly begins in response to Genji’s declaration before
the gods that he has done nothing that deserves to be called a crime,
but his words remain hard to interpret. Is he lying, is he deluded, or
is he right? Perhaps he is even quibbling: no, he has never been guilty
of sedition, the crime with which Kokiden charges him, and his
intercourse with Fujitsubo can have nothing to do with his exile since
it remains unknown. However, the gods must know what happened
even if the humans do not, and the latter issue is probably what
interests them most. Perhaps his false claim to innocence provokes
the powers of sea and rain to chastise him on the spot, but if so, it is
unclear why the storm should launch him in the end toward a triumphal
rise.

In The Bridge of Dreams, Haruo Shirane discussed various responses
to the problem of Genji’s poem and the consequent storm. A common
approach is to see the storm as punishment and purification for Genji’s
misconduct, and his poem as lying about it; but some have suggested
a rite of passage from youth to adulthood or even a sort of death and
resurrection.18 So wide a range of readings highlights the difficulty
of the issue, but one possible interpretation is consistent with this
essay. The storm is indeed a purification, but punishment is a minor
issue. While the higher powers sanction Genji’s lovemaking with
Fujitsubo, that lovemaking is still a transgression that must be cleansed
before Genji can follow his destiny. More importantly, the ordeal purges
Genji of evil heaped unjustly on him, as upon a purificatory doll, by
others (the Suzaku faction) of warped intent. Perhaps that is why Genji
likens himself in his poem to the purificatory doll (hitokata) before him
and insists that he himself is guilty of no crime. The real crime is that
of the people who have driven him out of the city so as to be able to
enjoy, undisturbed, power and prosperity never granted them by the
gods. Their intent is warped because it violates, in particular, the will
of the Sumiyoshi deity.

The storm rages on through the night, until at last Genji’s companions
rest.

When Genji, too, briefly dropped off to sleep, a being he did not
recognize came to him, saying, “You have been summoned to the
palace. Why do you not come?” He woke up and understood that the
Dragon King of the sea, a great lover of beauty, must have his eye

18 Shirane, The Bridge of Dreams, 14–16.
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on him. So eerie a menace made the place where he was now living
intolerable.19

This dream suggests that the powers of the sea are intensely interested
in Genji’s fate and mean to guide it. The dragon king’s call “to the
palace” foreshadows the Akashi Novice’s divinely inspired invitation
to his magnificent establishment at Akashi, as the author of Kakaishō
(1367) seems to have recognized when he observed in this connection
that the dragon king desires Genji as a beautiful son-in-law.20 The
dragon king’s desire for Genji is related to his well-attested appetite
for priceless jewels. Apparently he sees Genji as such a jewel. In the
supernatural realm, Genji’s conduct with Fujitsubo was therefore no
crime. Instead it endowed him with new potency.

After the storm has raged for days, Genji prays to Sumiyoshi, the
dragon king, and other divinities for help, and his companions pray on
his behalf; whereupon “the heavens redoubled their thunder and a bolt
struck a gallery off his own rooms.” Only then, after a few more hours
of terror, does the sky clear at last. Genji contemplates his narrow
escape and expresses in a poem his gratitude to the divinities of the
sea.

Had I not enjoyed divine aid from those great gods who live in the sea,
I would now be wandering the vastness of the ocean. 21

He then dozes off and has another vision of his father.
He was so exhausted after the endless turmoil of the storm that
without meaning to he dropped off to sleep. While he sat there,
propped upright…[his father] stood before him as he had been in life,
took his hand, and drew him up, saying, “What are you doing in this
terrible place? Hasten to sail away from this coast, as the God of
Sumiyoshi would have you do.”

Genji was overjoyed. “Since you and I parted, Your Majesty, I have
known so many sorrows that I would gladly cast my life away here
on this shore.”

“No, you must not do that. All this is simply a little karmic retribution.
I myself committed no offense during my reign, but of course I erred
nevertheless, and expiation of those sins now so absorbs me that I

19 TTG, 253; GM 2:219.
20 Tamagami, Shimeishō, Kakaishō, 320. See also the discussion of this topic in Shirane,
The Bridge of Dreams, 77–80, as well as the beginning of “Genji and the Luck of the Sea.”
21 TTG, 259; GM 2:228.
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had given no thought to the world;22 but it was too painful to see
you in such distress. I dove into the sea, emerged on the strand, and
despite my fatigue I am now hurrying to the palace to have a word
with [Suzaku] on the matter.” Then he was gone.23

The Kiritsubo Emperor’s words, too, suggest that Genji did no wrong
with Fujitsubo. He comments on Genji’s plight and compares it with
his own, distinguishing between personal karma (in life he acted in
some matters as a man among other men should not) and right conduct
for an emperor. For a man subject to considerations of common
morality, certain of his deeds require expiation, but these do not
concern the powers that protect the imperial line. As an emperor he
was blameless. So, too, is Genji, who likewise bears an imperial
responsibility.

In urging Genji to leave Suma, the Kiritsubo Emperor repeats the dragon
king’s invitation to the undersea palace, although in terms more
practically intelligible to a living person. He also speaks for the
Sumiyoshi deity, since he presumably “dove into the sea” to consult
with its deities and then “emerged on the strand” to represent them
to Genji. His “word with [Suzaku] on the matter” goes as follows.

On the thirteenth of the third month, the night when lightning flashed
and the wind roared, His Majesty dreamed that [his father] stood
below the palace steps, glaring balefully at him while he himself
cowered before him in awe. His [father] had much to say, and no
doubt he spoke of Genji. His Majesty described his dream in fear and
sorrow to [his mother, Kokiden]. “One imagines all sorts of things on
a night when it is pouring and the skies are in tumult,” she said. “You
must not allow it to disturb you unduly.”

Something now went wrong with His Majesty’s eyes, perhaps because
he had met his father’s furious gaze, and he suffered unbearably.24

The Kiritsubo Emperor’s personal intervention on Genji’s behalf takes
time to succeed because Kokiden continues to resist. Unbowed by
this demonstration that her son, the elder brother, is no more than an
obstacle in the way of his own father’s will, she silences Suzaku as
before, whenever he suggested pardoning Genji. Next her father dies

22 Emperor Daigo, to whom Genji’s father corresponds, was reputed to have suffered in
hell for his misdeeds, which included exiling Sugawara no Michizane in 901. In a famous
vision recorded in 941, the monk Nichizō saw him there, “squatting on glowing coals”
(Tyler, Japanese Tales, 148).
23 TTG, 259; GM 2:230.
24 TTG, 267; GM 2:251.
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and she becomes ill herself, but still Suzaku is prevented from recalling
Genji to the city until he is gravely ill himself.

In the meantime, the Akashi Novice gives the Kiritsubo Emperor’s
injunction “to sail away from this coast” immediately realizable
expression when he arrives by boat through the last of the storm to
invite Genji to Akashi. The dream that prompts him to do so matches
Genji’s own, and the narrative leaves no doubt that he, too, speaks
for Sumiyoshi.25 His successful passage to Suma suggests divine aid,
and his return journey, with Genji aboard, goes so swiftly that “one
could only marvel at the will of the wind.”26 Sumiyoshi has taken
control of Genji’s fate.

“Genji and the Luck of the Sea” discusses the nature and history of
the Sumiyoshi deity in detail. It will be enough to write here that the
origins of Sumiyoshi have to do with Jingū Kōgō and her son Emperor
Ōjin, the deity of the Usa Hachiman shrine. In time the Minamoto
(Genji) claimed Ōjin as their patron. The figure of Hikaru Genji therefore
evokes a sacred lineage that goes back through Ōjin to Jingū Kōgō
and Sumiyoshi. Perhaps this explains why Ashikaga Yoshimitsu
(1358–1408) looked to Genji as the founding head of the Minamoto
(Genji no chōja)27 and claimed the same title himself. He also coveted
Genji’s title of daijō daijin (honorary retired emperor) and sought to
emulate Genji in his repeated assumption of a retired emperor’s
prerogatives. Just after Yoshimitsu’s death, Emperor Gokomatsu (r.
1382–1412) finally awarded him the title daijō hōō (cloistered retired
emperor), thus completing Yoshimitsu’s assimilation of himself to
Genji.28 The Genji author seems therefore to have derived from the
story of Jingū Kōgō and Ōjin an ideal Minamoto, at once commoner
and imperial, whose secret kingship, conferred on him by Sumiyoshi,

25 The “strange being” who speaks in the Akashi Novice’s dream (TTG, 260) represents
Sumiyoshi, as the Novice knows, since he thanks Sumiyoshi as soon as Genji disembarks
at Akashi; and the being who speaks in Genji’s counterpart dream (TTG, 253) therefore
does so, too.
26 TTG, 260; GM 2:233.
27 By the Kamakura period the Genji no chōja was indeed a senior Minamoto, but for
Murasaki Shikibu the notion of “Genji” seems to have included, at least under some
circumstances, any high-ranking non-Fujiwara, even an emperor’s daughter (TTG, 631;
GM 4:166).
28 Hyōdō, Heike monogatari no rekishi to geinō, 89–90. Kakaishō, completed in 1367 by
a member of the entourage of Yoshimitsu’s father (the shogun Ashikaga Yoshiakira),
interprets many matters in the tale as precedent for later practice, and it particularly
highlights Genji’s standing as honorary retired emperor (Yoshimori, “Kakaishō no Hikaru
Genji”).
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lifts him to a height beyond the reach of any mere Fujiwara like his
friend Tō no Chūjō.

The succeeding chapters of the tale bear out this understanding of
the Sumiyoshi deity’s intention. In response to the Akashi Novice’s
prayers for his daughter’s future and to the Kiritsubo Emperor’s hopes
for Genji, and in agreement with his own purpose, he spirits Genji
away to Akashi, where the Novice’s establishment corresponds in the
tangible world to the palace of the dragon king. If Sumiyoshi had not
done so—if the Kiritsubo Emperor’s glare had not forced Genji’s
immediate recall to the city—Genji would never have met the lady
from Akashi, never had a daughter by her, and never become the
father of a future empress. The astrologer’s prediction reported in
“Miotsukushi,” just after his daughter’s birth, could not have come
true:

“An astrologer had foretold that Genji would have three children, of
whom one would be Emperor and another Empress, while the third
and least among them would reach the highest civil rank of
Chancellor.”29

Genji’s first two children (Reizei and Yūgiri, his son by Aoi) already
meet the prediction, and he therefore knows from the start what this,
his third and last child, will be.

One may wonder whether Genji himself understands his exceptional
destiny. In the course of the tale he sees specters and hears spirits
speak, but such things seem generally to engage his thoughts—at
least the ones to which the reader is privy—only when they are directly
before him. He is a man of this world, not another: an enterprising
lover, an accomplished artist, and a master politician. However,
dreams, prophesies, his father’s blessing, and his own faith in himself
give him reason to believe in a special destiny, one upheld by the
power of the sea.

Genji’s father wanted to see him come into his own, and during Genji’s
exile, if not before, Sumiyoshi joins the Kiritsubo Emperor as a patron
to assure that outcome. Their success yields a dual triumph, one aspect
of which is common and one imperial, one bright and one in shadow.
Genji’s Akashi daughter makes him the grandfather of an emperor in
the female line, while secretly Genji is also the next emperor’s father,
hence the potential grandfather of an emperor in the male line as well.
Three years after his accession (“Usugumo”), Reizei learns whose son
he really is, and his first thought is to abdicate in Genji’s favor. Genji

29 TTG, 283; GM 2:285.
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forbids him to do so, but Reizei’s wish to honor his father moves him
to award Genji the title of honorary retired emperor (“Fuji no uraba”).30

Thus Genji attains heights never reached before and, properly speaking,
impossible, thanks above all to two irregular episodes in his life (his
affair with Fujitsubo and his exile) and to the supernatural powers,
associated with the imperial line, who support him in his struggle
against the Suzaku faction. At his peak he comes to enjoy what one
might even call supra-imperial power and prestige.

Boundaries and sexual transgression: patterns of great
success
Japanese scholars have discussed Genji’s extraordinary rise under the
heading of “kingship” (ōken). Kawazoe Fusae, for example, argued
that Genji’s exile at Suma, his move to Akashi, and his triumphal return
follow the ritual pattern of the Daijōsai (the imperial enthronement
ceremony)31 and therefore amount to an assumption of hidden
kingship. This approach rightly highlights Genji’s quasi-sovereign
standing, but it does not account fully for the process of Genji’s rise
as the tale conveys it. In particular, it does not recognize the motif of
transgression. Several myths or legends give this motif a central role,
in a context compatible with what is at issue in Genji’s case. The
material falls into two categories. The first, which includes two stories
involving the boundary between land and sea, relates to the birth of
Genji’s daughter, while the second consists of two stories that underlie
esoteric initiations given a new emperor. In the former case the
“transgression” crosses a line between physical realms, but in the
latter it is sexual.

The Kakaishō gloss about the dragon king desiring a beautiful
son-in-law also links the dragon king’s call to the myth of
Hikohohodemi, which is widely acknowledged to underlie the story of
Genji’s exile. “Genji and the Luck of the Sea” will discuss it in detail.
The aspects of the myth most relevant here are the hero’s crossing
of the land–sea boundary (approximated for Genji, a mortal man, by
descent to the sea’s edge); his union with a sea-woman who bears
him a child; the sea-woman’s disappearance from the main line of the

30 This extraordinary honor amounts almost to a public declaration that Genji is Reizei’s
father. Together with the Sagoromo author’s adoption of the pattern of Genji’s rise (see
n. 17), it suggests that the issue of Reizei’s paternity itself, hence the idea of a perturbation
on the imperial line of succession, may not have been as serious for the author and her
original audience as it came to seem later.
31 Kawazoe, “Suma kara Akashi e,” in Genji monogatari hyōgen shi: yu to ōken no isō.
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story; and the child’s rise. The significance of this pattern in Japan
can be gathered from its presence also in a legend that explains the
rise of the Fujiwara.32 According to Sanshū Shido Dōjō engi, Fujiwara
no Fuhito’s (659–720) younger sister was so beautiful that the Chinese
emperor sent for her and gave Japan great gifts in return. However,
he withheld his most precious treasure a jewel imbued with the
Buddha’s full presence. His wife wheedled it out of him on behalf of
her native land, but during a great storm off the north coast of Shikoku
the dragon king, who coveted it, too, stole it from the ship carrying
it to Japan. Fuhito went down to the nearby shore to get it back,
stayed three years, married a sea-woman, and had a son by her. He
then persuaded her to dive for the jewel, which she retrieved from the
dragon palace at the cost of her life. Fuhito returned to the capital,
where his son, Fusazaki (681–737), became the founder of the
dominant “northern house” of the Fujiwara. Meanwhile, the jewel went
to Kōfukuji in Nara, where it magically guaranteed Fujiwara power.
The author of The Tale of Genji may not have known this story, which
Abe Yasurō dated speculatively to the mid-Kamakura period,33 but it
is in the same vein as her own.

However, the pattern of these stories accounts only for Genji’s
daughter. It sheds no light on the transgression that makes Genji an
emperor’s father. That matter can be viewed in the light of two stories
that purport to explain the origin of esoteric Shingon and Tendai
enthronement rites (sokui hō). The Tendai rite is particularly suggestive.

The Shingon story says that when Fujiwara no Kamatari (614–669)
was still a baby the Kashima deity came to him in the form of a fox
(Dakini); took him round the four directions; put him on its belly, where,
according to variant texts it “enjoyed” or “violated” him; and returned
him to his parents with a wisteria-wrapped sickle (fuji, kama), saying,
“With this you will rise to be the emperor’s teacher.”34 The story of
Genji and Fujitsubo is plain in comparison, but both share the motif of

32 Wada et al., Setonai jisha engi shū, 52–65; Abe, “Taishokan no seiritsu”; Tyler, “The
True History of Shido Temple.”
33 Abe, “Taishokan no seiritsu,” 133. Abe suggested that the legend was inspired by,
among other things, the Gangōji engi story (Konjaku monogatari shū 11/15). Anything like
it in the Genji author’s day would have been current in oral form among low-ranking
practitioner monks (dōshu) and, like fiction itself, would have been formally frowned on
by the scholar-monks (gakusō) and their relatives in the higher civil nobility.
34 Tenshō Daijin kuketsu, 499–500; Shun’ya jinki, 191. See Abe, “Iruka no seiritsu,”
16–38.
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a transgressive sexual encounter followed by the acquisition of
extraordinary power and prestige.

The Tendai story is the so-called Jidō setsuwa (“The Story of the
Youth”), which tells how the Buddha on Vulture Peak personally
transmitted to the line of Chinese and then Japanese emperors two
empowering verses from the Lotus Sutra. In time these verses, the
substance of the Tendai accession rite,35 passed to Jidō, the favorite
of the First Emperor of China. According to the treatise Tendai-gata
go-sokui hō, Jidō “crossed the emperor’s pillow” (mikado no on-makura
no ue o koetari), which presumably means that he made love to the
empress. The court demanded Jidō’s death for this offense, but the
emperor merely exiled him and, before he left, taught him the two
verses. The exiled Jidō then wrote them on chrysanthemum leaves,
from which dew flowed into a nearby stream and changed the water
to an elixir that made Jidō immortal. Eight hundred years later he
taught his secret to Emperor Wen of Wei. “Forever after,” the treatise
says, “the heir apparent has received [these verses] when he receives
the imperial dignity from Heaven.”36 The text calls this initiation “the
rite of sovereignty over the four seas” (shikai ryōshō no hō): a
sovereignty therefore founded ultimately on violation of an empress,
to which the injured emperor responds by complying with the court’s
demand in such a manner as to favor the offender. Whether or not
the Genji author could have known the Jidō story, its resemblance to
Genji’s experience needs no emphasis. Perhaps Genji’s transgression
with Fujitsubo sounded more familiar, more acceptable, and more
intelligible to the author’s original audience than it did to later readers.
They might have understood that it assured his later glory.

Genji’s flaw, Rokujō’s anger
Whatever heights a man may achieve in his life, not even the gods
can make him invulnerable. Time and his own failings assure decline.
The theme of time in the tale is well recognized. The characters age,
their sorrows build, and the narrator’s repeated evocations of Genji’s
beauty, in defiance of time, only remind the reader that he, too, is
mortal. Meanwhile, personal flaws and weaknesses shape his governing
sorrows. One flaw is vanity, and another—more a weakness than a
flaw—is his love for Murasaki. That love, with its increasingly plain
element of blind clinging, makes him vulnerable, and to one character

35 Itō, “Jidō setsuwa kō,” 1–32; Abe, “Jidō setsuwa no keisei,” part 1, 1–29, and part
2, 30–56.
36 Quoted in Itō, “Jidō setsuwa kō,” 10.
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the author gives the reason, the will, and the occasion to hurt him.
Rokujō, whom his vanity and carelessness injured so deeply in the
early chapters, strikes when that vanity places him in harm’s way.

“Genji and Murasaki” suggested that Genji’s rise in the world causes
a mismatch between what Murasaki means to him privately and the
way she appears in relation to his public self; sought to explain in that
light Genji’s motive for accepting the Third Princess; and argued that
in doing so Genji over-reaches his good fortune. Rokujō precipitates
the disaster that follows.

Genji’s thoughts about many women in the tale betray vanity, but
Rokujō’s case is special. It also illustrates a difference between Parts
One and Two. Her relationship with Genji in Part One takes such a
dramatic course that no reader could forget her. However, her role in
Part Two, this time as an angry spirit, has a more obviously calculated
character. The living Rokujō of Part One is fascinatingly complex, but
after her death (“Miotsukushi”) there is no reason to believe that she
will play any further role in Genji’s life. When she reappears after all
(“Wakana Two”) it is nineteen years later, and she serves a clear
purpose in the plot. Certainly, she moves the story forward in Part
One as well, but this part, although richly suggestive, does not feature
the long chain of demonstrable causation that characterizes the central
drama of Part Two. Rokujō’s two interventions as a spirit are critical
links in this chain.

The gifted and high-strung Rokujō (the living woman) is a minister’s
daughter and the widow of an heir apparent. Nothing about her
encourages anyone, even Genji, to take her lightly, but Genji does. It
is one thing for him to visit this daunting woman when he pleases,
but he suspects that being committed to her for life would be a
different experience. His inner conflict over her appears first in
comparison with the undemanding Yūgao, whom a jealous spirit then
kills. Is it a phantom of the living Rokujō? Intentionally or not the
narrative diverts the reader from any certain conclusion, but most
assume a connection with her.

Genji’s relationship with Rokujō properly requires him, considering who
she is, to marry her (that is, to acknowledge her publicly), regardless
of his private feelings on the matter. In the tale, rank above all governs
a man’s treatment of a woman. If he is high and she low, he can treat
her more or less as he pleases, but the higher she is, and the better
supported, the more respect she commands. Although a fatherless
widow, Rokujō means a good deal to the Kiritsubo Emperor himself.
When she decides to accompany her daughter (the new High Priestess)
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to Ise, so as to remove herself from her excruciating impasse with
Genji, Genji’s father rebukes his son.

“His Late Highness thought very highly of [Rokujō] and showed her
every attention, and I find it intolerable that you should treat her as
casually as you might any other woman. I consider the High Priestess
my own daughter, and I should therefore appreciate it if you were to
avoid offending her mother, both for her father’s sake and for mine.
Such wanton self-indulgence risks widespread censure.” The
displeasure on his countenance obliged Genji to agree, and he kept a
humble silence.

“Never cause a woman to suffer humiliation,” [Genji’s father]
continued. “Treat each with tact and avoid provoking her anger.”37

This pointed warning foreshadows the “carriage quarrel” and its
aftermath, as well as Rokujō’s role in Part Two. Soon her living spirit
attacks Genji’s wife, Aoi, and eventually kills her. The obvious thing
for Genji to do after Aoi’s death is finally, after a period of mourning,
to recognize Rokujō. Rokujō’s women assume that he will do so, and
no doubt their mistress entertains the same hope. Instead, Genji avoids
her and secretly consummates his marriage with Murasaki. After long
and acute mental suffering, Rokujō leaves at last for Ise, shamed and
defeated.

The operations of Rokujō’s living spirit allow the author to remove the
excessively respectable Aoi from the narrative, establish Rokujō as a
potential threat to Genji in the future, and seal the long intimacy of
Genji and Murasaki’s married life. Rokujō therefore plays a vital role
even early on, but the author will not call on her again for twenty-five
chapters and many hundreds of pages. When she does, it is less
Rokujō’s spirit that starts the trouble than Genji’s ill-judged
self-satisfaction.

The course of the narrative
After Rokujō’s death, Genji adopts her daughter, Akikonomu, who
apparently brings with her the land for Genji’s Rokujō-in estate. The
estate is finished in “Otome,” and in “Fuji no uraba” Genji becomes
honorary retired emperor. To celebrate he invites Emperor Reizei to
visit him, as no commoner could do. Reizei then invites Suzaku, and
“Fuji no uraba” closes with an account of the wonders of a day in
which nothing seems amiss, except that near the end Suzaku, in a

37 TTG, 165; GM 2:18.
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poem, “sound[s] perhaps a little piqued.”38 The next chapter (“Wakana
One,” the first of Part Two) begins, “His Eminence Suzaku began
feeling unwell soon after His Majesty’s visit to Rokujō.”39 This opening
may hint that the magnitude of Genji’s triumph has dealt his brother
a blow.

Feeling death approaching, Suzaku longs at last to act on an old desire
to leave the world, but he cannot bring himself to do so until he has
found a suitable husband for the Third Princess. “Genji and Murasaki”
covers this subject in detail. After long and delicate negotiations Genji
accepts her, only to be brought up short by the discovery of what she
is really like.

This marriage upsets Murasaki, and a rift opens between the two. She
asks him to let her become a nun, but he refuses, apparently aware
that he really and truly cannot live without her. In time, his failure to
comprehend her feelings leads to a scene of palpable estrangement
that takes place in “Wakana Two.” Instead of sympathizing, he lectures
her on her good fortune and goes on to compound his blunder by
musing to her aloud about some of the women he has known. The
first of these is Rokujō, of whom he speaks disparagingly. “She was
someone of unusual grace and depth,” he says, “but she made painfully
trying company. I agree that she had reason to be angry with me, but
the way she brooded so interminably over the matter, and with such
bitter rancor, made things very unpleasant.”40 In closing he
congratulates himself on having made Rokujō’s daughter empress, and
in that connection he remarks complacently, “I expect that by now,
in the afterworld, she has come to think better of me.”

This is dangerous gossip. Quite apart from what Rokujō once did to
Aoi, the “Asagao” chapter ends with a precisely parallel passage in
which Genji reminisces to Murasaki about Fujitsubo and then has a
dream in which Fujitsubo (who died in the preceding chapter)
reproaches him angrily. It is surprising that he should do it again,
especially about Rokujō. Retribution comes swiftly. By dawn Murasaki
is seriously ill, and some months later the report goes out that she has
died. Genji rushes to her side and orders one last, desperate exorcism.
Finally the afflicting spirit moves into a medium, through whom it says
to Genji,

38 TTG, 574; GM 3:462.
39 TTG, 577; GM 4:17.
40 TTG, 646; GM 4:209.
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I kept my eye on you from on high, and what you did for Her Majesty
made me pleased and grateful; but perhaps I do not care that much
about my daughter now that she and I inhabit different realms, because
that bitterness of mine, which made you hateful to me, remains. What
I find particularly offensive, more so even than your spurning me for
others when I was among the living, is that in conversation with one
for whom you do care you callously made me out to be a disagreeable
woman.41

The speaker is Rokujō, provoked by Genji’s chatter to Murasaki and
far less interested than he supposed, now that she is dead, in all he
has done for her daughter. Below, and only for the purposes of this
essay, this scene will be called Possession One.

In Possession One, Rokujō’s target is Genji, whom she attacks through
his beloved Murasaki. However, the exorcism blunts her effort, and
Murasaki revives. Rokujō then bides her time, and events elsewhere
during this acute phase of Murasaki’s illness give her a new opening
to act. Six years earlier (in “Wakana One”) the young Kashiwagi caught
a glimpse of the Third Princess and remained obsessed with her. He
now steals in and makes love to her while Genji is away nursing
Murasaki. She conceives. Genji soon discovers the affair, and the
frightened Kashiwagi avoids him until, at a party that he cannot avoid
attending, Genji taunts him and looks into his eyes. Genji’s glance
drives the spirit from his body. At last he dies, just after learning of
the birth of Kaoru, his son by the Third Princess.

After the birth, the shamed and terrified Third Princess believes herself
to be dying. She says to Genji, “in a much more grownup manner than
usual,”

I still doubt that I will live, and they say that sort of sin [dying as a
consequence of childbirth] is very grave. I think I shall become a nun,
because that might help me live longer, or at least it might lighten this
burden of sin if I am to die after all.

He answers, “You will do nothing of the kind. It is out of the question.
What you have been through has frightened you, I imagine, but it
hardly threatens your life.”

Privately, however, he wonders whether that might not be a good
idea.

The poor thing is all too likely to come under a cloud again if she goes
on with me this way. I doubt that with the best will in the world I can

41 TTG, 655; GM 4:235.
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change my opinion of her anymore, and there will be some difficult
times; people will note my indifference, and that will be unfortunate,
because when [Suzaku] hears of it the fault will appear to be entirely
mine. Her present indisposition makes a good excuse to let her do
it—I might as well.42

He hopes above all to avoid Suzaku blaming him for neglecting the
Third Princess, and he assumes that Suzaku does not know the truth.
Allowing her to become a nun might achieve that, even though at
heart “the idea repelled him,” as it did in Murasaki’s case as well. His
calculations are pointless, however, because Suzaku has already
blamed him repeatedly and has even taken countermeasures against
Genji’s neglect of his daughter.43 Suzaku also suspects that his
daughter’s child is not Genji’s, having worked this out when he learned
of her pregnancy:

His Eminence, cloistered on his mountain, heard about her condition
and thought of her with tender longing. People told him that Genji had
been away for months and hardly visited her at all, at which he
wondered despairingly what had happened and resented more than
ever the vagaries of conjugal life. He felt uneasy when [Murasaki] was
seriously ill and Genji, so he heard, spent all his time looking after her.
Moreover, he reflected, [Genji] seems not to have changed his ways
since then. Did something unfortunate occur while he was elsewhere?
Did those hopeless women of hers take some sort of initiative without
her knowledge or consent?44

This is exactly what happened. Genji is wrong to imagine that he can
escape Suzaku’s informed censure. It is already upon him.

A few days after the birth, the Third Princess cries out in despair that
she may never see her father again. Genji informs Suzaku, “who was
so devastated that he set forth under cover of night, despite knowing
full well that he should not. His sudden, completely unannounced
arrival took Genji by surprise and covered him with confusion.”45

The Third Princess immediately begs her father to make her a nun,
which he does over Genji’s protests:

42 TTG, 679; GM 4:302.
43 Suzaku had the reigning emperor (his son) raise the Third Princess’s rank, which then
placed still greater and thoroughly unwelcome pressure on Genji to treat her properly.
44 TTG, 665; GM 4:267.
45 TTG, 680; GM 4:303.
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[Suzaku] silently reflected that after accepting the daughter offered
him with such boundless trust, Genji had failed in his devotion to her,
as [Suzaku] himself had been greatly disappointed to learn over the
years, although he had never been able to voice his reproaches and
so had been reduced merely to deploring what other people thought
and said. Why not take this opportunity to remove her from [Genji],
he thought, without exposing her to ridicule by leaving the impression
that she had merely despaired of him?46

At last, Suzaku’s dissatisfaction with Genji is explicit. He makes his
beloved daughter a nun to save her from him.

Now Rokujō’s spirit speaks (through an unidentified medium) in order
to claim victory (“Kashiwagi”).

The spirit afflicting Her Highness came forth during the late night
prayers. “Take that, then!” it ranted. “You thought you were ever so
clever getting the last one back, which was so annoying that I just
kept lying in wait. Now I can go.” It laughed aloud.47

“The last one” is Murasaki. This speech (Possession Two) is strange,
but it defines a critical articulation point in the plot.

The significance of Possessions One and Two
Possessions One and Two have received varied treatment in studies
of the tale. Some readers dismiss one or both. For example, Ikeda
Kikan called them a “failure” in the author’s attempt to achieve
large-scale coherence between Parts One and Two.48 Other, similar
views are cited in “Genji and Murasaki.” Such criticism probably has
to do with notions of psychology and with sympathy for Murasaki.
Compelling psychological reasons seem already to explain her illness
(she can no longer bear the way Genji treats her), and the idea of
attributing it to spirit possession may seem feeble, even annoying, in
comparison.

Another psychological approach has been to see Possession One,
especially, as a projection of Genji’s own guilty conscience (kokoro
no oni) towards Rokujō, even though the narrative never suggests that
he has one. Fujimoto Katsuyoshi invoked Genji’s “deep psychology”

46 TTG, 680–1; GM 4:306.
47 TTG, 682; GM 4:310.
48 Ikeda Kikan, “Genji monogatari no kōsei to gihō,” quoted in Ōasa, Genji monogatari
seihen no kenkyū, 531.
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to this end and suggested that Rokujō’s appearance in both instances
is essentially a “hallucination” (genshi) on Genji’s part.49

The diversity of reactions to Possessions One and Two, and the
ingenuity of the explanations proposed for them, suggest the presence
of a particularly difficult problem. No understanding of them may ever
seem quite convincing, but at least it is possible to view them from a
different perspective.

Possessions One and Two certainly tie this part of the tale back into
the earlier chapters, since they prolong a theme already established
there. As for what might have prompted the author to bring Rokujō
back this way, Ōasa Yūji emphasized the calculated character of both
possessions as plot devices. Ōasa observed that Rokujō’s possessing
spirit is the only one identified in the tale.50 Elsewhere, illness arouses
suspicions of spirit possession,51 but these may be wrong (as when
Genji is ill after Yūgao’s death); and even when they are right (as in
the case of Princess Ochiba’s mother), it seems not to matter much
who or what the spirit is. The dying Kashiwagi even scoffs at the idea,
confirmed nonetheless by the best diviners, that a woman’s spirit has
possessed him. In contrast, the author presents Possessions One and
Two without qualification. Ōasa therefore suggested that they are less
examples of the supernatural in the tale (kaii no mondai) than evidence
of plot construction (kōsō no mondai).52 He wrote: “If viewed simply
as a mono no ke, this one[’s appearance] is merely unnatural and
abrupt; but that probably means that its nature is not to be sought by
analyzing mono no ke.” He concluded that Rokujō’s interventions are
devices intended to further the development of the plot.53

Ōasa then observed that by attributing Murasaki’s illness and the Third
Princess’s retirement from the world to the workings of Rokujō’s spirit,
rather than to the affected women’s own feelings, the narrator keeps
the emphasis solely on Genji. Nothing untoward would happen if the
spirit did not wish it, and the spirit wants only to make Genji suffer.
These two women’s plight is a matter entirely of Genji’s fate, not
theirs.54 Ōasa’s insight sheds new light on a passage of Rokujō’s

49 Fujimoto, Genji monogatari no “mononoke,” 67, 76.
50 Ōasa, Genji monogatari seihen no kenkyū, 533–4.
51 The only exception is the final “illness” (due to self-starvation) and death of Ōigimi in
“Agemaki.”
52 Ōasa, Genji monogatari seihen no kenkyū, 535.
53 Ōasa, Genji monogatari seihen no kenkyū, 539, 541.
54 Ōasa, Genji monogatari seihen no kenkyū, 545.
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speech in Possession One. Her spirit says, “I have little enough against
[Murasaki], but you are strongly guarded. I feel far away and cannot
approach you, and even your voice reaches me only faintly.”55 Perhaps
the protector is Sumiyoshi, to whose shrine Genji has just made an
elaborate pilgrimage. However, the narrative has said nothing about
divine protection since “Akashi,” and the subject will not come up
again. The spirit’s words apparently serve in this context to reaffirm
the focus on Genji. His women may languish, suffer, take holy vows,
or even die, but nothing must make him falter until his own time
(defined by the author) has come.

Possession One therefore seems not to invite the reader to sympathize
with Murasaki against Genji, although the reader may well do so
anyway. Instead the narrative purposely exonerates Murasaki as the
cause of her own illness, for the likely reason that her giving in to her
feelings would constitute an unbecoming and uncharacteristic
affirmation of self. She herself would then become the reason Genji’s
absence allows Kashiwagi access to the Third Princess. Possession
One instead makes this misfortune the fault of Rokujō, who has been
provoked by Genji’s foolish talk. Genji has slighted her again, as in
Part One, and once more with dire consequences.

By reintroducing Rokujō into the tale at this point, the author has
reaffirmed the plot centrality of pride, anger, and the will to revenge.
In the pages and chapters that follow, she will demonstrate more
impressively than ever what havoc these can cause. As Ōasa observed,
Rokujō’s “curse” removes the “linchpin” from Genji’s world, causing
it to crumble around him. However, Ōasa nonetheless accorded
Possessions One and Two significance different from the one suggested
here. By this time, he wrote, Rokujō has “no particular, individual
motive to harm Genji.” Instead her spirit represents “Genji’s generalized
past” and therefore functions toward him as a “literal ghost of the
past,” the aim of which is to avenge his violation of Fujitsubo.56 This
does not work, partly for reasons already explained and partly because
an angry spirit can represent only itself; it cannot act for another power
unrelated to it in life, still less for an abstraction like Genji’s past.
Rokujō’s interventions in Part Two may or may not strike the reader
as successful, but her spirit, once invoked by the author, certainly has
reason to act as the author requires.

55 TTG, p. 655; GM 4:237.
56 Ōasa, Genji monogatari seihen no kenkyū, 602–4.
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According to Possession Two—one of the oddest passages in the
tale—the spirit attacks Genji through the Third Princess after failing
with Murasaki. As a significant possession event it is strikingly short,
and the spirit’s brusque, excited tone little resembles Rokujō’s previous
utterances. The spirit seems to address Genji directly, as usual, but
the narrative devotes only a few words to his reaction.

Genji was horrified. Why, has that spirit been here, too, all the time?
He felt pity and dismay. [The Third Princess] seemed to have revived
a little, but she did not yet look out of danger.57

It is hard to gauge the content of his feelings. Is he so exasperated
that he no longer cares what the spirit does? Does the spirit so frighten
him by now that nothing more need be said? Moreover, as in the case
of Possession One, the spirit’s declaration of victory may seem
pointless. Having just given birth, the Third Princess is far more likely
to be ill for natural reasons, especially considering her painful
relationship with Genji. Fujimoto Katsuyoshi remarked that although
Genji seems to take the spirit seriously as the cause of her desire to
become a nun, Suzaku never even mentions it, and he described it
more or less as a fake that Genji’s guilty conscience predisposes him
alone to take seriously.58 Given these complexities, it is unlikely that
many readers even remember Possession Two for long. It seems to
make little useful sense. It might even be a remnant left over from
some process of editing.

However, Possession Two can also be seen as critical. Possession
One initiates the long illness that will eventually cause Murasaki’s
death and destroy Genji, and it also sets in train the disaster of
Kashiwagi. Possession Two then involves Suzaku in that same disaster.
It therefore marks the point at which the tension between Genji and
Suzaku tips toward catastrophe for Suzaku as well, and perhaps also
toward the strangeness of the Uji chapters and the darkness that
engulfs Ukifune.

Suzaku’s fate
The Third Princess becoming a nun is a blow for Genji. By doing so
immediately after bearing a son believed by everyone to be Genji’s,

57 TTG, 682; GM 4:310.
58 Fujimoto, Genji monogatari no “mononoke,” 88–9. Fujimoto suggested that the medium
is a highly suggestible girl of the Third Princess’s household, one who already knows about
Rokujō, and who then appropriates Rokujō’s persona to sum up the household’s and even
her mistress’s feeling toward Genji.
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she declares that her marriage has gone disastrously wrong and that
Genji has failed her. Moreover, by giving her the precepts, her father
shows that he agrees. None of this redounds to Genji’s credit.

More significantly, Rokujō’s second intervention brings Genji and
Suzaku into direct confrontation. Dazzling gifts have always so favored
the younger Genji that Suzaku has had little reason to expect anything
good from him personally, but in “Wakana One” he pins all his hopes
on him as a husband for his favorite daughter, both for her sake (a
secure, worthy future) and his own (peace of mind). However, Genji
has now betrayed him in that, too, and Suzaku has acted rashly in
response. Having entered religion as soon as his daughter was married,
he should have renounced all profane cares, but over the succeeding
years his anxiety about her has haunted him repeatedly, disrupting his
practice and turning his thoughts back to worldly sorrows. Then her
piteous call reaches him, and he comes down to her from his temple
under cover of night. His helpless, fatherly response compromises his
vows, his practice, and even his dignity. He cannot doubt for a moment
that the fault is Genji’s.

It is one thing for a father to bear his own trials patiently, but quite
another for him to suffer while a beloved daughter, whose future he
has done everything to assure, nonetheless suffers misery and
humiliation because of a villain whose identity is all too plain. Suzaku’s
plight is even worse than that, since by now he is properly no longer
a father at all, but instead a monk who has severed all profane ties.
His only desire, after a troubled life, should be for a peaceful death
and the pure land at last. The undeserved torment inflicted on him by
Genji’s betrayal is the sort of thing that could turn a monk at his death
into a tengu, or a great courtier, not excluding an emperor, into an
angry spirit (onryō). “The Possibility of Ukifune” argues that this
outcome can be imagined for Suzaku, after his death during the
eight-year gap between Parts Two and Three of the tale.

A glance back over Parts One and Two
The argument so far can be summed up as follows. In Part One, Genji
and Suzaku act out a story pattern from Japanese myth, in which a
younger brother triumphs over his elder. The pattern involves a trial
(Genji’s exile) and supernatural assistance (Genji’s father and
Sumiyoshi). Genji’s rise culminates in “Fuji no uraba,” when he is
appointed honorary retired emperor and plays host to both Reizei (the
reigning emperor) and Suzaku (retired).
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It has often been suggested that the story originally ended with “Fuji
no uraba.” If Part Two was indeed conceived and begun later, a simple
editorial touch at the end of “Fuji no uraba” (Suzaku feeling “perhaps
a little piqued”), combined with the opening line of “Wakana One”
(Suzaku becoming “unwell soon after His Majesty’s visit to Rokujō”),
sufficed to link the two. The theme in Part Two is the younger brother’s
fate after his triumph.

Having gained every advantage open to him, the man of uncontested
power loses his way in consonance with his own characteristic failings.
Tempted in passing by the knowledge that the Third Princess, like
Murasaki, is Fujitsubo’s niece (his erotic weak spot), and attracted
above all by the idea of adding the last touch to a public glory that is
already complete, Genji yields to vanity and accepts her. He assumes
that Murasaki will understand and resign herself in the end, but she
cannot. He assumes that the Third Princess will have something of
the personal quality he imagines, but she does not. Worse, he takes
it for granted that, once Suzaku has entered the religious life, no
father-in-law will trouble him with reproaches or demands; but Suzaku
cannot give up caring about his favorite daughter. Murasaki sickens
and eventually dies, Kashiwagi deals Genji a stinging blow, the Third
Princess rejects Genji to become a nun, and her plight drags her father
down as well.

No wonder the precipitating agent for all this, Rokujō’s spirit, is
supernatural. A thousand years later, the hero of a novel would follow
a natural path to success, but the Genji author appealed to the
supernatural instead. Then she did the same to achieve Genji’s decline.
To a degree, Rokujō’s spirit indeed functions as the ghost of Genji’s
past. Its influence arises from Genji’s past misdeeds and enduring
failings, as summed up in his treatment of Rokujō, and it acts in Part
Two as a destructive counterpart to Sumiyoshi in Part One. In effect
it is an agent of karma, just as Sumiyoshi and the spirit of Genji’s
father were when they furthered the destiny of a man visibly favored
even from birth by the gods.

Part Three: the gloom of Uji
Genji and Suzaku both die during the eight-year gap between Part Two
and Part Three of the tale, rendering perhaps fanciful any idea that
the break between them, over the Third Princess, colors the narrative
further. Nonetheless, “The Possibility of Ukifune” suggests that it may
conceivably do so. The rest of this essay will present some preliminary
arguments.
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Part Three consists mainly of the Uji chapters, which evoke a mood
of gloom, frustration, isolation, and failure in a setting far removed
from court and city. The shadow lying over these chapters may have
to do with the influence of Suzaku’s angry spirit.

“Hashihime,” the first of the Uji chapters, begins:
There was in those days an aged Prince who no longer mattered to
the world. Of extremely distinguished birth on his mother’s side as
well, he had seemed destined for great things, but then times changed,
and disgrace brought him a downfall so thorough that for one reason
and another everyone who upheld his interests renounced the world,
leaving him completely alone in both public and private.59

This prince (the Eighth Prince) is a younger brother of Genji and Suzaku.
He was once destined to become heir apparent, but the attempt to
have him appointed failed. This can only have happened during Genji’s
exile. The Suzaku faction wanted the Eight Prince to replace the heir
apparent (Reizei) appointed by the Kiritsubo Emperor. However, the
intervention of this emperor’s spirit on Genji’s behalf, the death of the
minister of the right, the Kokiden Consort’s illness, and Genji’s
triumphant return then drove him instead into lonely obscurity.

The Uji narrative therefore begins by linking the Eighth Prince’s current
plight, hence that of his daughters, to the great power struggle that
took place more than forty years ago. In “Hashihime” he is a widower
and lives at Uji with two of his daughters, Ōigimi and Nakanokimi.
Ukifune, a third, unrecognized daughter of whom the reader will not
hear until several chapters later, has grown up in the provinces.

In “Tenarai,” the tale’s next-to-last chapter, a healer attempts to
exorcise the spirit that for the past two months or so has possessed
Ukifune. Once induced to speak, the spirit says enough to suggest
that it is Suzaku’s. (“The Possibility of Ukifune” discusses this subject
in detail.) It also talks of having “settled in a house full of pretty
women.”60 These are the Eighth Prince’s two recognized daughters,
of whom it then claims to have killed one: Kaoru’s great love, Ōigimi.
After Ōigimi’s death, Nakanokimi, whom Kaoru had never courted,
married Niou and moved to the capital. Eventually, thanks to
Nakanokimi, Kaoru discovered Ukifune, saw how closely she resembled
Ōigimi, and moved her to the house at Uji. There the spirit possessed
her.

59 TTG, p. 829; GM 5:117.
60 TTG, 1083; GM 6:295.
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However, the Eighth Prince’s daughters (Suzaku’s nieces) are not the
direct objects of the spirit’s animus. The spirit seems instead to want
to harm Kaoru through his attachment to them. Kaoru, who is Suzaku’s
grandson, also passes for Genji’s son. Apparently the spirit wants to
torment Kaoru through Ōigimi and Ukifune, because of his relationship
to Genji and because he embodies Genji’s ruin of the Third Princess.

Literarily, Uji makes an appropriate setting for the dark story that these
chapters tell, with or without the involvement of Suzaku’s spirit. Its
poetic reputation rested on a word play exploited repeatedly in the Uji
chapters and found canonically in Kokinshū 983, a poem by Kisen
Hōshi. Kisen’s almost untranslatable poem superimposes the adjective
ushi (“dreary,” “hateful”) on the place name and suggests that the
poet is an embittered man. In “Hashihime” the Eighth Prince uses the
same device in his reply to a poem from Retired Emperor Reizei:

It is not, alas, that I am lost forever in enlightenment;
I only deplore this world from here in the Uji hills.

The narrator adds, “To [Reizei]’s regret, his modesty about his
accomplishment as a holy man betrayed a lingering bitterness against
the world.”61

Uji was therefore an obvious refuge for such embittered figures as
Kisen Hōshi, the Eighth Prince, or, perhaps, Suzaku’s spirit. Kisen
Hōshi being the poetic spirit of the place, the spirit that possesses
Ukifune can also be seen as continuous with his, although with a
specific role to play in a specific story. Furthermore, the Uji of the tale
is itself ushi: a dreary place, especially for anyone who, like the Eighth
Prince, lived beside the Uji River. Already forgotten in the city, he had
to move there when his city house burned down.

The place was near the weir, and the loud noise of the river ill suited
his longing for peace, but there was nothing else to do. Blossoms,
autumn leaves, and the flowing river: these were his solace in the
gloomy reverie that now more than ever was his only refuge.62

The noise of the river is often heard in the succeeding chapters,
sometimes in association with the sound of the wind. Endless mists,
too, shroud the Uji hills. The place is thoroughly gloomy, as Kaoru
observes when he first visits the Eighth Prince there:

It was a sadder place than he had been led to imagine…There are
other, quiet mountain villages with an appeal all their own, but here,

61 TTG, 834; GM 5:130.
62 TTG, 832; GM 5:126.
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amid the roar of waters and the clamor of waves, one seemed unlikely
ever to forget one’s cares, or, amid the wind’s dreary moan, to dream
at night a consoling dream.63

Kaoru turns against Uji after Ōigimi’s death, but he remains sufficiently
under its spell to install Ukifune there as his mistress. Then he hears
that she, too, has died (“Kagerō”). “What a pathetic end!” he exclaims
to himself. “And what an awful place it is! There must be a demon
living there.”64 The spirit that speaks in the next chapter confirms his
suspicion. The Uji chapters resemble an immense elaboration on Kisen
Hōshi’s poem.

Kaoru’s burden of karma
In Parts One and Two, the long-term focus of the narrative is on Genji,
while in Part Three it is on Kaoru. The uniqueness of both men is
summed up by an attribute peculiar to each: Genji shines, while Kaoru
gives off an exquisite perfume. In Japanese literature, Taketori
monogatari provides the classic example of personal radiance like
Genji’s, but the motif is limited neither to literature nor to Japan.
Kaoru’s scent is exotic in comparison.

Two passages in Part Two (“Kashiwagi,” “Yokobue”) evoke Kaoru as
a baby, but, as Konishi Jin’ichi observed,65 neither mentions his scent.
It appears first in “Niou Miya,” the first chapter of Part Three, when
Kaoru is in his mid-teens.

One could hardly say of his features just what distinguished them or
made them especially worthy of admiration; he simply had superb
grace and was at heart unlike what appears to be the common run
of men. He gave off a delicious smell, an otherworldly fragrance.66

This fragrance is ambiguous in meaning. Readers have often associated
it with Kaoru’s otherworldly (Buddhist) aspiration and taken it as
suggesting a kind of sanctity, but despite his professed piety he is no
holier by the end of the tale. Since Genji’s light links him to something
beyond the human world, Kaoru’s fragrance may do so too, but in his
case the link seems to be to darkness and the gloom of Uji.67 Kaoru

63 TTG, 834; GM 5:132.
64 TTG, 1052; GM 6:215.
65 Konishi, “Genji monogatari no imejerī,” 218.
66 TTG, 788; GM 5:26.
67 Konishi (“Genji monogatari no imejerī,” 226–7) cited several Kokinshū poems that
associate the scent of plum blossoms, to which Kaoru’s own scent is linked repeatedly,
with the darkness of night.
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sometimes complains that he feels singled out for misfortune, and
with respect at least to his private life he may be right. His troubles
seem connected, as he himself vaguely believes them to be, with the
irregular circumstances of his birth. In that sense, the spirit’s
appearance in “Tenarai” merely gives an outline identity to a problem
that has weighed on him ever since.

The nature of that problem is elusive, but at first glance it seems clear
enough. Kaoru began early to suspect that there was something
irregular about his birth and that Genji was not his real father.
“Takekawa” mentions “rumors that chanced to come his way” and
the resulting “constant anxiety.”68 He felt somehow apart from others
and longed to know the truth. In “Hashihime” he hears the whole story
at last and receives a collection of letters between Kashiwagi and his
mother. Contrary to what the reader might have expected, however,
this revelation makes no difference. The subject never comes up again,
and Kaoru’s anxiety and vague aspiration to religion continue as before.
He never even reflects that as Kashiwagi’s son he is a Fujiwara, not
a Minamoto, and that for all these years he has therefore been honoring
the wrong clan deity—an issue that does not escape Tamakazura when
the world learns in “Miyuki” that she is Tō no Chūjō’s daughter, not
Genji’s. Something else must be wrong.

Kaoru’s existential discomfort remains unchanged when a passage in
“Kagerō” casts doubt on the very idea that it has something to do
with his birth. After the empress (Genji’s daughter) has spoken of him
to one of her women, the narrator continues, “It was true that she
and [Kaoru] were brother and sister [harakara], but she was still
somewhat in awe of him.”69 The narrator in the original may
conceivably be speaking from the empress’s point of view, and if so
the passage may mean only that the empress believes Kaoru to be her
brother. However, this remark, unqualified by any other, rings strangely
enough to remind one that in this chapter Kaoru behaves toward the
empress exactly as though he were her brother, which would be
improper, hence unlike him, if he were not. The passage suggests a
link between Kaoru’s state of mind and the miasma of Uji—a miasma
associated in the next chapter with a possessing spirit.

68 TTG, 787; GM 5:23.
69 TTG, 1066; GM 6:256. The author of the apocryphal Genji chapter Yamaji no tsuyu
(attributed to Kenreimon’in Ukyō no Daibu, 1157?–1233?) described Kaoru in her opening
sentence as Kano Hikaru Genji no on-sue no ko, “the Shining Genji’s last child” (Yamagishi
and Imai, Yamaji no tsuyu, Kumogakure rokujō, 24, 31).
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The spirit that speaks in “Tenarai” therefore resembles Rokujō’s as an
agent of karma, or fate. In pursuing its own ends, which is all that
such a spirit can do, it subjects Kaoru to miseries earned before he
was born—miseries visible in germ in the tale’s first chapter. As for
Genji himself, many people in the tale have reason sooner or later to
be grateful to him, but he causes others grievous harm. Yūgao is an
example, and yet she never haunted him after her death. That would
have been out of character for her, but she also did not matter enough
to be able to do so; besides, he never insulted her as he insulted the
proud Rokujō. In his world, slights inflicted on the great were especially
dangerous, after the victim’s death as well as before. Thus it is indeed
Rokujō and Suzaku whom Genji most grievously and most dangerously
wrongs. With these two, especially, he loses his footing and provokes
an enmity beyond his control, one that will haunt him and his
descendants, and wear down even beyond his death the greatest
heights of good fortune.
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